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once more rendered fit for action. Even during the worst of
the winter weather, indeed, sporadic operations had gone on
incessantly ; mining and countermining, bombardment and
sortie had been always in progress, and the disgraceful failure
of a Russian attempt to drive into the sea a Turkish detad>
nient entrenched at Eupatoria, on- the coast, had brought to a
welcome grave the broken heart of the once proud sovereign of
All the Russias.
With the coming of finer weather in the spring of 1855 the
besiegers pressed their preparations for the final intensive bom-
bardment which was to precede and prepare the assault on
SebastopoL   Five hundred siege guns were placed in position,
and early in April fire was opened and continued unintermitted
for ten days.   The resulting destruction and slaughter in the city
attained appalling proportions, but no infantry attack ensued.
The reason for this was that the French Emperor was toying
with another plan of campaign, which involved the suspension
of the siege of the fortress for the time being, pending the result
of active operations in the open field by a new army then in
process of assembly around Constantinople.   Of this" army he
proposed to take command in person, and hoped that its success
would of itself lead to the voluntary evacuation of Sebastopol
by the Russians.    Strenuous opposition was raised to this
design both by the British Government and by the French
commanders in the Crimea, but the resulting repercussion on
the operations actually in train continued until its final abandon-
ment late in the summer.   A secondary result was the replace-
ment of Canrobert, whom recent events had proved to be
unequal to the supreme command of the French army, by a
man of far stronger calibre, Pelissier.   Under his vigorous im-
pulsion the task of reducing Sebastopol was soon in a fair way
to accomplishment.   An important success was achieved at the
end of May by the capture of Kertch, the Russian base in the
eastern portion of the peninsula, by a joint expedition of 15,000
men, and the destruction of the stores and shipping collected
there; and June 18, the anniversary of Waterloo, was fixed
on for the assault which should seal the fate of the fortress.
But despite an effective preparation by the Allied artillery, the
infantry, both French and British, failed to effect any lodgement
in the Russian works.   The set-back dealt the final blow to the
failing spirit of Lord Raglan, who died some ten days later, and
was succeeded in his command by General Simpson.   Some
compensation, however, was to be found in die fact that
Todleben, the soul of the Russian defence, had been incapaci-
tated in the course of the assault.
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